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Abstract. Most tissue microarray studies have used a single 
0.6-mm tissue core per donor tissue. It has been suggested that 
multiple cores per donor can increase the representativity of 
tissue microarray studies. To estimate the potential benefit of 
multiple cores, we analyzed Ki67 and p53 in triplet cores taken 
from three different areas of 3,261 prostate cancer tissue blocks. 
Both p53 and Ki67 labeling index were linked to advanced tumor 
stage (p<0.0001 each), Gleason score (p<0.0001), and early PSA 
recurrence (p<0.0001) independently of whether the 3 tissue 
spots were analyzed separately or combined for a consensus 
result. The rate of positive findings increased with the amount 
of analyzed tissue. The average Ki67 labeling index was higher 
in tumors with 3 interpretable spots (5.3±5.6) as compared to 
two (4.1±4.7) or one interpretable spot (4.1±4.2, p<0.0001). For 
p53, tumors with three interpretable spots were positive in 3.8% 
of cases, and tumors with 1 or 2 interpretable spots in 1.9% only 
(p=0.003). These data demonstrate that using multiple cores 
in a tissue microarray does not necessarily increase the ability 
to identify associations of biomarkers with tumor phenotype 
and prognosis but has always the disadvantage of additional 
work and tissue requirements. Multiple cores may even lead to  
statistical problems if unequal amounts of tissue are analyzed 
per tumor.

Introduction

Prostate cancer is the most frequent cancer in man and the second 
cause of cancer related death (1). Established pre-therapeutic 

prognostic factors include Gleason score, tumor extension on 
biopsy, and serum PSA values (2). As many prostate cancer 
patients will not die from their disease and the spectrum of 
accepted treatment ranges from watchful waiting to radical 
surgery, a better prediction of the individual prognosis of prostate 
cancer patients would improve our ability for evidence based 
individual treatment recommendations. Unfortunately, studies 
investigating potential molecular prognostic factors are often too 
small for generating meaningful results. Most studies reporting 
potential prognostic biomarkers in prostate cancer describe 
findings in 40-100 tumors (3).

Tissue microarrays (TMAs) dramatically facilitate the in situ 
analysis of large numbers of cancer tissues (4). TMAs typically 
contain up to 600 tissue spots on one microscopic glass slide, 
with each arrayed tissue spot measuring 0.6 mm. Our group and 
others have demonstrated the power of the TMA method to find 
associations between molecular features and clinical phenotype 
and prognosis. In these studies, we have reproduced virtually 
all established biomarker associations in a TMA format with a 
single tissue core per tumor (3,5-8). In prostate cancer studies 
we also used TMAs containing just one 0.6 mm spot per tumor 
to demonstrate a prognostic role of numerous markers including 
p53 (9), CD10 (10), mast cell count (11), EGFR (12), HER2 (13), 
Ki67 labeling index (Ki67 LI) (14), PSA (15), or copy number 
changes involving chromosomes 8p/8q (16).

Some authors have reported that the analysis of multiple 
spots per donor tissue can further improve the results of TMA 
studies (17-24). Especially in prostate cancer, it has been 
suggested that 3-4 spots should be used per tumor (25). Analysis 
of 4 spots adds substantial workload to a TMA study since it 
involves the use of 4 times more tissue and work time both for 
TMA making and analysis. In order to justify this additional 
work, it would be important to demonstrate that the higher 
number of analyzed tissue spots leads to better associations 
with important parameters such as patient outcome or tumor 
phenotype. To generate more data on the infrastructural needs 
for prostate cancer TMA studies, we analyzed two potentially 
heterogeneous biomarkers in three different spots of a prostate 
cancer TMA and compared the data with clinical outcome in 
2,385 patients.
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Patients and methods

Patients/tissue microarrays. A previously manufactured tissue 
microarray (TMA) was available for this project. The TMA 
was manufactured from radical prostatectomy specimens from 
3,261 patients, treated at the Department of Urology, University 
Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf between 1992 and 2005. 
Patients were selected having clinically organ confined (early 
stage) tumors. Follow-up data were available for 2,385 patients, 
ranging from 1 to 144 months (mean 34.9 months). The clinico-
pathological features of the arrayed prostate cancers are given in 
Table I. All prostatectomy specimens were analyzed according 
to a standard procedure. All prostates were completely paraffin-
embedded, including whole-mount sections as previously 
described (26). All hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained 
histological sections from all prostatectomy specimens were 
reviewed for the purpose of this study and representative tumor 
areas were marked on the slides. Three sets of the TMA, each 
set consisting of 7 TMA blocks, were manufactured. For each 
TMA block, one 0.6-mm tissue core was punched out from the 
index tumors of each case, and transferred in a tissue microarray 
(TMA) format as described (27). For each of the three TMA 
sets, the 3,261 cores were distributed among the 7 TMA blocks 
each containing 129-522 tumor samples. Each TMA block also 
contained various control tissues including normal prostate 
tissue, other normal tissues and a set of tumor tissues including 
several colon and breast cancers.

Immunohistochemistry. Freshly cut TMA sections were used for 
all immunostainings. Ki67 staining was performed as described 
before (13). In brief, the Mib1 antibody (1:400, Dianova) was used 
for Ki67 protein detection after steaming the sections at 98˚C 
for 20 min in citrate buffer pH 9.0. P53 immunohistochemistry 
was performed as described before (9). In brief, TMA sections 
were pretreated in a microwave oven in pH 7.8 buffer. The 
primary antibody (clone DO1, Oncogene) was diluted 1:3,600 
for immunostaining. The Envision system (Dako) was used for 
both antibodies to visualize the immunostainings. Tumors with 
known positivity were used as positive controls. The primary 
antibody was omitted for negative controls. Nuclei were consid-
ered Ki67 positive if any nuclear staining was seen. The Ki67 LI 
(percentage of Ki67 positive cells) was determined by counting 
the fraction of positive tumor cell nuclei at intervals of ≤5, ≤10, 
≤20, ≤30% etc. in 100 tumor cells in the hot spot area of each 
arrayed tissue sample. If <100 cells were present in a TMA spot, 
all tumor cells were counted. P53 positivity was assumed if >1% 
of tumor cells showed unequivocal nuclear staining.

All slides from the three TMA sets were immunostained for 
low molecular weight cytokeratins to assure presence of cancer 
cells in the TMA spots. For this purpose, the antibody 34βE12 
(clone MA903; Dako; 1:12,5) was used for basal cell detection 
after boiling the sections in an autoclave in citrate buffer, pH 7.8.

Analysis of the three TMA sets for Ki67 and p53 immuno-
staining resulted in data points from three spots per tumor/
patient. Data on the first TMA set had previously been published 
(3,9). The second and third set of TMAs were stained together 
using the same protocols as previously published.

Statistical analyses. Statistical calculations were performed with 
JPM 8.01 software (SAS Institute Inc., NC, USA). Contingency 

tables were calculated and the χ2 test (likelihood) was used to 
see significant associations. For continuous scaled variables 

Table I. Clinico-pathological features of the entire study cohort 
of 3,261 patients.a

Characteristic No. on TMA No. (%) with clinical 
  n=3,261 follow-up
   n=2,385

Follow-up (months)
 Mean    34.9
 Median    30.5

PSA recurrence    526   (22.1)

Age (years)
 <50 83     65   (78.3)
 50-60 998   759   (76.1)
 60-70 1,807 1,376  (76.1) 
 >70 175   155   (88.6)

Pre-treatment PSA
(ng/ml) 
 <4 513   371   (72.3)
 4-10 1,673 1,244  (74.4)
 10-20 641   522   (81.4)
 >20 225   201   (89.3)

pT category
(AJCC 2002)
 pT2 2,080 1,500  (72.1)
 pT3a 609   519   (85.2)
 pT3b 372   322   (86.6)
 pT4 42     42 (100.0)

Gleason score
 ≤3+3 1,426 1,015  (71.2)
 3+4 1,311 1,050  (80.1)
 4+3 313   274   (87.5)
 ≥4+4 55     46   (83.6)

pN category
 pN0 1,544 1,425  (92.3)
 pN1 96     88   (91.7)
 pNx 1,457   866   (59.4)

Surgical margin
 Negative 2,475 1,858  (75.1)
 Positive 627   525   (83.7)

aNumbers do not always add up to 3,261 in the different categories 
because of cases with missing data. AJCC, American Joint Committee 
on Cancer.
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the ANOVA test was performed and standard deviation was 
indicated. Survival curves were calculated by the Kaplan-Meier 
method and compared with the log-rank test.

Results

Technical issues. Unequivocal prostate cancer was present in 
2,525, 2,075 and 2,197 of 3,261 arrayed tissue samples from our 
three prostate cancer prognosis TMA sets (TMA1-3), respec-
tively. Non-informative cases were caused by missing spots in 
the TMAs (TMA1 1.9%, TMA2 1.4%, TMA3 2.1%) or absence 
of unequivocal invasive cancer tissue in the associated 34βE12 
IHC (TMA1 20.5%, TMA2 35.0%, and TMA3 30.5%). The 
latter spots either contained normal prostatic tissue, high-grade 
prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia (PIN), or stromal tissue only.

Ki67 LI immunohistochemistry. Ki67 was evaluable in one 
of the three spots in 731 cases, in 2 spots in 489 cases, and 
in all 3 spots in 1,637 cases. The Ki67 LI was significantly 
linked to the amount of analyzed tissue: cancers with three 
analyzable spots had an average Ki67 LI of 5.3±5.6 whereas 
tumors with only one interpretable tissue spot averaged a Ki67 
LI of 4.1±4.2 (p<0.0001; Table II). This association was even 
more evident if only the spot with the highest Ki67 LI was 
considered in cases where more than one spot was analyzable 
(p<0.0001; Table II). In order to avoid a bias because of the 
different amount of analyzed tissues per tumor, the further 
analysis was restricted to the subset of 1,637 cancers where all 
three spots were analyzable. when the three TMA sets were 
analyzed separately, the Ki67 LI was significantly linked to 
non-organ-confined tumors (p<0.0001) and higher Gleason 
score (p<0.0001; Table III) in all three TMA sets. No improve-
ment of the results was observed if the results of the 3 TMA 
sets where jointly analyzed, classifying a tumor as positive if 
at least one of the three spots was scored positive, neither for 
the average Ki67, nor if only the spot with the highest Ki67 
was considered (Table III). Representative images of Ki67 
stained tissue spots are shown in Fig. 1a and b.

For all three TMA sets, presence of Ki67 staining was 
significantly related to biochemical tumor recurrence (BCR), 
as defined by a persisting or rising postoperative PSA (>0.1 ng/
ml). This was true if quartiles of 25, 50, and 75% were used 

to defined Ki67 LI levels in the three TMAs (Fig. 2a-c), or 
if thresholds for Ki67 LI levels were arbitrarily selected (no 
staining, <10, 10-20 and ≥20%; p<0.0001 each, Fig. 2f-g). Also 
the combination of the results from the three TMAs did not 
lead to an improvement as compared to the separate analysis 
of the TMA sets alone, neither for the average Ki67 LI (Fig. 2d 
and e; p<0.0001 each), nor if only the highest Ki67 LI of the 
three spots was rated (Fig. 2i and j; p<0.0001).

P53 immunohistochemistry. In all 3 TMA sets, one spot was 
evaluable in 725 cases, 2 spots in 476 cases, and 3 spots in 1,668 
cases. Comparable to the Ki67 findings, also the fraction of 
p53-positive cancers was linked to the amount of analyzed tissue. 
Despite the overall small fraction of p53-positive tumors (2.5%), 
cancers with 3 analyzable spots were significantly more positive 
for p53 (3.8%) than cancers with 1 or 2 spots (combined 1.9%, 
p=0.003). All data are summarized in Table II. Also for p53 

Table II. Association between the amount of analyzed tissue, Ki67 LI ± SD. 

 Ki67  p53
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------
Interpretable Analyzed tissue n Average LI Highest LI n % positive
spots (0.6 mm) area (mm2)

One 1.13   731 4.1±4.2 4.1±4.2   725 2.3
Two 2.26   489 4.1±4.7 5.3±5.6    476 1.3
Three 3.39 1637 5.3±5.6  7.7±7.3  1668 3.8

p-value   <0.0001 <0.0001  0.0048
       (0.003)a

Analyzable spots for Ki67 and p53. ap-value if p53-positive tumors with 1 or 2 analyzable spots are combined.

Figure 1. Examples of Ki67 (a and b) and p53 (c and d) immunostaining in 
two spots each obtained from the same tumor.
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Table III. Ki67 LI (± SD) according to tumor stage, Gleason score, and PSA level in all three TMA sets and a combined analysis 
for average and highest Ki67 LI.

Parameter TMA 1 TMA 2 TMA 3 Average Highest p-valuea

  (n=1,637) (n=1,637) (n=1,637) (n=1,637) (n=1,637)

Tumor stage 
 2 4.10±4.1 4.93±5.6 4.81±5.7 4.61±4.6 6.74±6.1 0.0009b

 3a 5.54±5.9 6.50±7.1 6.51±7.5 6.18±6.2 8.87±7.9 0.0999
 3b 5.92±6.1 6.94±7.4 6.76±7.6 6.54±6.3 9.48±8.3 0.2943
 4 9.82±16.3 9.78±14.2 10.22±15.8  9.94±15.0 12.93±17.1 0.9933
 p-value                        <0.0001                    <0.0001  <0.0001                 <0.0001                  <0.0001

Gleason score
 ≤3+3 3.75±3.9 4.33±5.1 4.17±4.9 4.10±4.1 6.02±5.5 0.0692
 3+4 4.70±4.5 5.72±6.0 5.74±6.3 5.40±4.9 7.84±6.6 0.0005b

 4+3 7.19±7.3 8.38±8.7 8.32±9.4 8.0±7.7 11.32±9.6 0.2944
 ≥4+4 11.15±15.7 12.34±13.8 11.17±14.7 11.6±14.1 15.17±16.3 0.9278
 p-value                        <0.0001                    <0.0001   <0.0001                 <0.0001                  <0.0001

PSA level
 <4 5.02±6.5 5.87±7.1 5.82±7.5 5.57±6.5 8.00±8.0 0.3598
 4-10 4.73±4.9 5.61±6.3 5.54±6.4 5.29±5.2 7.66±7.0 0.0051b

 10-20 4.92±5.8 5.83±6.7 5.66±7.1 5.47±5.9 7.90±7.6 0.1361
 >20 4.44±5.2 5.20±6.7 4.96±6.5 4.86±5.6 7.14±7.1 0.5473
 p-value                         0.7227                       0.7387  0.6563                    0.6427                     0.6779

Ki67 and pathological feature. aANOVA test comparing Ki67 LI in TMA 1-3 for each subgroup. bSignificance was reached for TMA 1 vs. 
TMA 2 and TMA 1 vs. TMA 3.

Table IV.  p53 expression (% positive cases) according to tumor stage, Gleason score, and PSA level, in all three TMA sets and 
a combined analysis.

Parameter TMA 1 TMA 2 TMA 3 Combined p-valuea

  (n=1,668) (n=1,668) (n=1,668)  (n=1,668) 

Tumor stage
 2   1.02   1.84   1.43 2.24 0.3087
 3a   3.32   4.43   4.71 4.99 0.6048
 3b   6.73   5.77   5.77 8.17 0.8955
 4 11.11 11.11 11.11 11.11 1.0
 p-value <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.0002

Gleason core
 ≤3+3   0.92   1.53   1.23 1.84 0.59963
 +4   2.17   2.60   2.32 3.18 0.86494
 +3   7.61   8.12   8.63 10.15 0.9342
 ≥4+4   8.57 14.29 14.29 17.14 0.6900
 p-value <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 

PSA level
 <4   3.20   3.65  3.2 4.11 0.9547
 4-10   1.61   2.61   2.36 3.23 0.3511
 10-20   3.73   3.73   3.73 5.07 1.0
 >20   2.67   3.33   3.33 3.33 0.9272
 p-value 0.1452 0.7076 0.5936 0.4943 

p53 and pathological feature. aχ2 test comparing p53 positivity in TMA 1-3 for each subgroup.
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evaluation, analysis was restricted to the subset of cases where 
all three spots of each TMA were analyzable. when comparing 
p53 positivity in TMA 1-3 in subgroup analysis by tumor stage, 
Gleason score, and PSA level no significant differences were 
found. All results are summarized in Table IV. Representative 

images of p53 stained tissue spots are shown in Fig. 1c and d. P53 
positivity was significantly increased with non-organ-confined 
tumors (p<0.0001 in each TMA set) and higher Gleason score 
(p<0.0001 in each TMA set). For all 3 analyzed TMA sets, p53 
positivity was significantly related to PSA recurrence (p<0.0001, 

Figure 2. Kaplan-Meier analysis of the association between biochemical recurrence and the Ki67 LI. Left hand panels, tumors were subdivided in 4 expression 
groups according to the 25, 50, and 75% quartiles. (a-c) Separate analysis of: (a) TMA set no. 1; (b) TMA set no. 2; and (c) TMA set no. 3; and (d and e) combined 
analysis of the three TMA sets if the: (d) average Ki67 LI; or (e) highest Ki67 LI of the three spots was scored. Right hand panels, tumors were subdivided in 4 expres-
sion groups reflecting no detectable Ki67 staining, <10%, 10-20%, and ≥20% Ki67 LI. (f-h) Separate analysis of: (f) TMA set no. 1; (g) TMA set no. 2; and (h) TMA 
set no. 3, and (i and j) combined analysis of the three TMA sets if the: (i) average Ki67 LI; or (j) highest Ki67 LI of the three spots was scored.
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Fig. 3a-c). The combination of all three TMAs classifying a 
tumor as positive if at least one spot was scored positive did not 
lead to a clear improvement as compared to the separate analyses 
of the TMA sets (Fig. 3d; p<0.0001).

Discussion

The main purpose of this study was to determine whether the 
use of three different tissue cores per tumor generally offers 
an advantage to prostate cancer TMA studies that justifies the 
substantial logistic and economical extra burden. The data show 
that the prognostic relevance for p53 and Ki67 could be clearly 
identified in each of three different TMAs. The combination 
of the results from three different TMAs did not discernable 
improve the statistical significance of our results. The results of 
this study support the use of TMAs containing one 0.6 mm spot 
per tumor for biomarker evaluation in prostate cancer.

Other authors have come to different conclusions based 
on studies comparing immunohistochemistry results obtained 
on large sections and on corresponding TMAs composed of 
variable numbers of spots per tumor. Several such studies have 
shown that the number of positive cases increased with the 
numbers of TMA spots analyzed in different cancer types 
(17,18,22). For example, Kristiansen et al (24) used duplicate 
prostate cancer cores and reported that in some cases only 
one core showed at least some immunoreactivity while the 
other core was completely AMACR-negative. Camp et al 
(17) reported that analysis of one core matched the staining 
pattern of the whole section in more than 90% of samples, 
but analysis of 2 cores in more than 95% for HER2, PR and 
ER in breast cancer. Similarly, Hoos et al (18) found that 3 
or 2 cores matched the staining patterns of Ki67 and pRB in 
the whole section in 94 and 96%, but 1 core in only 89 and 
91% of samples. In prostate cancer, Rubin et al (25) found 

that analysis of 3 spots best reflected the Ki67 LI in standard 
pathology immunohistochemistry slides.

Based on such findings, analyzing three or more spots was 
strongly recommended for the search of clinically relevant 
biomarkers in prostate cancer by several authors (25,28). In 
our opinion, this proposal is based on two disputable assump-
tions. Assumption no. 1 is that the analysis of one large section 
from a radical prostatectomy specimen is the ‘gold standard’ 
for finding clinically relevant biomarkers for prostate cancer. 
we believe that this assumption is not supported by evidence 
considering that large sections represent only a tiny amount of a 
prostate cancer. For example, in a series of 1,657 prostatectomy 
specimens diagnosed in our laboratory in 2010, the average 
tumor volume was 4.4 cm3. If a large section contains 2x1 cm of 
cancer, this 4-µm section only analyzes 0.00008 cm3 of tumor, 
which equals 0.0018% of the entire tumor. It has never been 
shown that this amount of tissue really represents the molecular 
diversity of a prostate cancer. It is also intuitive for genitourinary 
pathologists that relevant prostate cancer heterogeneity - such 
as tertiary Gleason score - is not necessarily found on every 
unselected slide of a cancer patient. Moreover, clinically rele-
vant biomarkers must be detectable on smaller tissue samples, 
e.g., prostate biopsies because treatment decisions must be made 
before prostatectomy specimens are available for molecular 
analyses. Assumption no. 2 is that the higher rate of positive 
cases introduced by the analysis of multiple cores always reflects 
expression heterogeneity. However, immunohistochemical 
stainings can lead to staining artifacts, for which the likelihood 
also increases if more tissue is subjected to immunostaining. 
It is therefore possible that the higher positivity rate in TMAs 
with multiple spots per tumor or on large section is partly due 
to a higher rate of false positivity through non-specific staining.

To determine, how many tissue spots are needed for inves-
tigating molecular markers on TMAs it appears to be optimal 

Figure 3. Kaplan-Meier analysis of the association between biochemical recurrence and immunohistochemical p53 positivity. Separate analysis of: (a) TMA set 
no. 1; (b) TMA set no. 2; and (c) TMA set no. 3; and (d) combined analysis of the three TMA sets. For the combined analysis, a tumor was rated p53-positive 
if at least one of the three TMA spots showed a positive result.
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to compare both TMA and large section data with clinical 
parameters rather than comparing one with each other. This 
labor-intensive approach was pursued in one study analyzing 
more than 600 breast cancers on large sections and on four 
different TMA spots for p53, estrogen receptor and progesterone 
receptor (6). while largely identical results were found on large 
sections and all ‘single spot TMAs’ for ER and PR, the results 
were more diverse for p53. In that study, all individual TMAs 
showed p53 positivity rates between 15 and 21% and the positive 
TMA results were always strongly linked to poor prognosis. In 
the same study, the large sections showed markedly higher posi-
tivity rates (43%) but no significant association was seen with 
prognosis. Importantly, these breast cancers with positivity on 
large sections but not on TMAs had a prognosis identical to the 
prognosis of tumors that were p53 negative on large sections (4). 
At least in the study by Torhorst et al (6), it became evident, that 
the higher rate of positive cases introduced by the analysis of 
more tissue was not an advantage justifying the very substantial 
extra work. It was concluded that either staining artifacts or (less 
likely) lack of biological significance of small focal p53 staining, 
that could not be detected on a TMA containing one 0.6 mm 
spot per tumor, was driving the higher positivity rate in large 
sections. Similar to the study by Torhorst et al, Rubin et al (25) 
studied the effect of Ki67 expression on patient prognosis in a 
prostate cancer tissue microarray containing 10 cores per pros-
tate cancer tissue block. Corroborating the findings of Torhorst 
et al (6) and of our present study, analysis of one to two cores 
was sufficient to find the known prognostic relevance of Ki67 LI 
even in multivariate analysis. A refined analysis suggested that 
3-4 cores could give better results, but we attribute this observa-
tion to the relatively small size of this patient set (n=88).

The use of multiple samples per tumor on a TMA has multiple 
disadvantages. Most obviously, it leads to a sensible multiplica-
tion of tissue requirements, work time and costs. Moreover, our 
data demonstrate, that a statistical bias can be introduced by 
using multiple cores per tumor. In our study, the highest Ki67 LI 
decreased from 7.7±7.3 in 1,637 cancers with three interpretable 
spots to 4.1±4.2 in 731 cancers with two interpretable spot only. 
The same association was also seen for p53, despite the overall 
small number of p53-positive cases. Of 1,668 tumors 3.8% with 
three interpretable spots, but only 1.9% of 1,201 tumors with 
1 or 2 interpretable spots showed p53 immunostaining. These 
data demonstrate, how the likelihood of an overall positive 
result will be higher in cancers with more interpretable spots 
than in cancers with only one or a few interpretable spots. All 
studies analyzing the impact of multiple samples per cancer 
have also shown that the fraction of positive cases increases with 
the number of analyzed spots. Unfortunately, arraying of 3 spots 
per tumor will not automatically lead to 3 interpretable samples 
per tumor. In our opinion, the same line of arguments supports 
the use of as small as possible tissue spots per tumor. In small 
(0.6 mm) tissue spots, tumor cells are often seen either in all, or 
in none, of the analyzed tissue, resulting in maximal standard-
ization of the amount of tissue analyzed per tumor. The larger 
the arrayed spot or the arrayed amount of tissue, the higher will 
be the variability of the amount of cancer tissue analyzed per 
patient.

with respect to the individual biomarkers analyzed in this 
study, a few more conclusions can be drawn. For Ki67, the data 
support the prognostic relevance of tumor cell proliferation (14) 

and that the proliferative activity even has importance if small 
biopsy samples are analyzed (29). Given the heterogeneity 
of tumor cell proliferation within cancers, it has earlier 
been discussed whether proliferation hot spots or randomly 
selected areas better reflect tumor proliferation properties 
(14,30). Despite the punched tumor areas in our TMA sets 
had not been selected for Ki67 expression hotspots, we found 
the prognostic relevance in all three individual tissue spots, 
arguing against a general superiority of hot spots as compared 
to analysis of random fields.

In conclusion, these data confirm that prognostic markers 
can be evaluated in studies using large prostate cancer TMAs 
containing one spot per cancer. Accordingly, we have successfully 
used our prostate cancer prognosis TMA to show a significant 
impact of EGFR (12), HER2 (13), p53 (9), Ki67 (3), PSMA (31), 
CD10 (10), CD117 (11), ANxA3 (32), copy number alteration 
of chromosomes 8p and 8q (16), and microvessel density (33) 
on early PSA recurrence in earlier studies. The analysis of two 
different markers, one of them Ki67 LI, which is notorious for 
being heterogeneous in cancers, did not provide any evidence 
for advantages provided by the use of multiple cores per tumor. 
Considering the additional work as well as possible statistical 
bias introduced by variable numbers of interpretable tissue spots 
per tumor, the use of just one spot per tumor TMAs is suggested.
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